
SRAVI: BRINGING A VOICE TO THE 
VOICELESS

A communications aid for those 
who have difficulty speaking

SRAVI (Speech Recognition App for the Voice 
Impaired) is a communication aid for speech-impaired 
patients. The SRAVI app can be downloaded onto 
any Android/iOS phone. When held in front of the 
patient, SRAVI will track lip movement and identify 
phrases being mouthed. 

Compared to alternative approaches, which are 
expensive and need prolonged training to use, SRAVI 
will provide an easy-to-use, accurate and cost 
effective method for communication between patients, 
their family members and healthcare staff. 

By establishing a simple, reliable way of expressing 
themselves, patients will be able to take more control 
of their own healthcare. 

SRAVI has been trialled successfully on ICU patients 
who have had tracheostomies - the numbers of which 
are set to rise markedly due to Covid-19.

SRAVI can be used for a range of conditions where a 
patient’s ability to speak has been impacted. These 
could include strokes, spinal cord injuries, 
degenerative neurological conditions and some head 
& neck cancers

SRAVI is made by Liopa, one of the world’s only 
technology companies focused on automated lip-
reading.

SRAVI is based upon Liopa’s highly innovative Visual 
Speech Recognition (VSR) technology. Liopa’s VSR uses 
leading-edge Machine Learning techniques to translate 
lip movements to text. 

SRAVI can be downloaded onto a smartphone or tablet. 
A video of the patient’s lip movements is captured by the 
device camera and sent to Liopa’s cloud-based VSR 
engine for processing. The phrase being spoken is 
identified from a pre-defined list and an audio recording 
played on the device. The pre-defined phrase list can be 
expanded and varied in accordance with the care setting 
(e.g. hospital or home-based). SRAVI can adapt to an 
individual patient’s lip movements over time, which 
means it becomes increasingly accurate the more it is 
used. 

SRAVI is a software-based mobile app that does not 
require bespoke hardware, making it very cost efficient. It 
is simple to use, meaning no arduous training for patients 
or families. Patients only have to move their lips in front 
of the device and the app provides an instant translation 
of what they want to say. Multiple family members can 
access the system and interact more freely with the 
patient, reducing their isolation and improving morale and 
wellbeing all round. 

What is it? How does it work?

For more information, visit 
www.sravi.ai



The inability to communicate during critical care stay 
is a major source of frustration and mental illness for 
patients, family and staff. Patients' non-verbal 
attempts to communicate are often difficult to 
understand and this can delay the provision of care 
and support. 

Effective communication between the patient, staff 
and family from an early stage, empowers the patient 
to take a more proactive role in their care and 
recovery improving wellbeing, reducing anxiety and 
potentially reducing the length of recovery. 

SRAVI can improve communications and provide 
significant improvements in quality of care, speed of 
addressing patient needs and costs incurred in 
patient care (via optimisation of staff time). 

A trial version of the SRAVI application is available to 
download from www.sravi.ai.  Patient and care feedback 
during from using the trial version will be used to tailor 
the application for commercial release.

The first product version of SRAVI will be available to 
download from the Google Play Store and Apple App 
Store from August 2020.

Why is it important? Release plan

For more information, visit 
www.sravi.ai
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